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ABSTRACT
Song and speech represent two auditory categories the brain usually classifies fairly easily. Functionally,
this classification ability may depend to a great extent on characteristic features of pitch patterns
present in song melody and speech prosody. Anatomically, the temporal lobe (TL) has been discussed
as playing a prominent role in the processing of both. Here we tested individuals with congenital
amusia and patients with unilateral left and right TL lesions in their ability to categorize song and
speech. In a forced-choice paradigm, specifically designed auditory stimuli representing sung, spoken
and “ambiguous” stimuli (being perceived as “halfway between” song and speech), had to be classified
as either “song” or “speech”. Congenital amusics and TL patients, contrary to controls, exhibited a
surprising bias to classifying the ambiguous stimuli as “song” despite their apparent deficit to correctly
process features typical for song. This response bias possibly reflects a strategy where, based on
available context information (here: forced choice for either speech or song), classification of non-
processable items may be achieved through elimination of processable classes. This speech-based
strategy masks the pitch processing deficit in congenital amusics and TL lesion patients.
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1. Introduction

Song and speech are the two major forms of structured
human vocalization; most of the time they are easy to
distinguish, even though they share many acoustic features:
song as well as speech consist of sequential acoustic pat-
terns which show orderly variations of pitch (intonation),
stress (duration, loudness, and pitch), and rhythm of ele-
ments. Following the understanding of pitch as a percept,
i.e., a tone complex that contains harmonically related fre-
quencies, pitch sequences are integrated over time to form
melodies in song and speech (in speech, the respective
term is “prosody”). At this basic level of comparing funda-
mental acoustic parameters, song melody and the prosodic
aspect of speech are in close correspondence.

On the other hand, melody as a feature of singing and pro-
sody as a feature of speech exhibit pronounced differences. At
the phenomenological level, sung melodies are “quantized”, i.e.,
(i) their pitches usually have discrete relations at n
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(semi-
tones in Western music) and (ii) their rhythm typically shows
discrete onsets at integer multiples of the underlying metric
beat or its subdivisions. In speech, this “quantized” quality can
be found in special cases such as recited poetry, where the
rhythmic/metric timing is divided into two or three beats per
measure, but a discreteness of pitch is missing: speech shows
continuously changing (gliding) pitch over the course of a sen-
tence (cf. Patel, Wong, Foxton, Lochy, & Peretz, 2008; Zatorre &
Baum, 2012). It can be assumed that human perception makes
use of these features (besides others such as the situational
context) to classify song and speech in everyday life.

Under some circumstances, however, the listener might fail
to correctly classify song and speech. For example, certain art
forms exploit this confusion when a performer on stage uses
speech which is actually “composed” in a musical form (e.g., in
a Melodrama). These conditions interfere with the listener’s
capabilities to label these vocalizations as being sung or spo-
ken. This, on the other hand, demonstrates that song and
speech might not be as discrete as assumed but might rather
constitute a continuum, the ambiguous center of which can
be prone to individual or contextual interpretation. Here, cate-
gorization might rely on more strategic processes that draw,
for example, on the current listening context (e.g., opera
house vs. parliament) or the participant’s listening history,
while typical exemplars of speech and song might be easy
to classify based on the acoustic parameters of the stimulus
itself. The present study seeks to measure stimulus-based
auditory and individual strategic classification by testing par-
ticipants with different auditory processing abilities and by
using ambiguous vocalizations, i.e., stimuli that are able to
trigger both associations – song and speech.

Two neurocognitive preconditions might play a role in the
process of classifying speech and song based on auditory fea-
tures: Firstly, on the systemic level, intact processingmechanisms
of melody and prosody, constituting a fundamental difference
between speech and song, and secondly, on the neural level, an
intact temporal lobe (TL) as an important anatomical structure
for melody and prosody processing. It is tempting to assume that
the latter simply is the substrate necessary to accomplish the
former; however, as will be outlined later, impairment in one of
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these aspects is not always strictly tied to an impairment in the
other. To investigate the necessity of intact melody/prosody
processing and the role of the TL for song-speech classification,
the current study examined two groups of participants in addi-
tion to normal controls: (i) participants with a known deficit in
processing (pitch) musical melody, congenital amusics and (ii)
patients with lesions in the temporal cortex.

Congenital amusia (also known under the outdated label
“tone deafness”) is a lifelong impairment of music perception,
in spite of normal audiograms, education, cognitive ability,
and memory (Ayotte, Peretz, & Hyde, 2002; Peretz et al.,
2013; Stewart, 2011) that affects about 2.5% of the population
(for a recent description of the phenomenon, see Tillmann,
Albouy, & Caclin, 2015). Case studies on congenital amusia
have shown a variety of music processing deficits with a
core deficit in pitch perception and pitch memory (cf. Ayotte
et al., 2002; Peretz et al., 2002, 2013; Williamson & Stewart,
2010). As these two features are not unique to music, amusics
have been tested on the speech domain as well. Overall,
findings point to unimpaired speech processing, however,
with heterogeneous results on linguistic tone and intonation
processing (Ayotte et al., 2002; Hutchins, Gosselin, & Peretz,
2010; Jiang, Hamm, Lim, Kirk, & Yang, 2010; Liu, Patel, Fourcin,
& Stewart, 2010; Liu, Xub, Patel, Francart, & Jiang, 2012; Patel,
Foxton, & Griffiths, 2005; Patel et al., 2008). Some authors
argue that amusics’ pitch awareness deficit seems to be
most noticeable in music due to usually smaller intervals (ran-
ging down to a semitone) compared to speech (Foxton, Dean,
Gee, Peretz, & Griffiths, 2004; Hyde & Peretz, 2004; Liu et al.,
2010).

The TL has been repeatedly linked to the classification
process of speech and song in the literature. Along with an
ongoing discussion on the existence of specific music proces-
sing regions in the brain (compared to speech-related areas),
some recent studies have proposed regions in the TL (bilater-
ally) to be sensitive to musical sounds, for example, melodies
compared to sentences (Rogalsky, Rong, Saberi, & Hickok,
2011) and musical structure versus other high-level linguistic
representations (Fedorenko, McDermott, Norman-Haignere, &
Kanwisher, 2012). Angulo-Perkins et al. (2014) reported the
anterior superior temporal gyrus (STG) and the planum polare
to be particularly involved in processing musical stimuli com-
pared to other complex sounds, for example, speech, implying
that this region plays an important role in processing music-
related acoustic parameters. Brain imaging studies focusing on
song and speech perception in particular reported overlap-
ping activation in temporal areas, with the (right) anterior STG
being important for song in comparison to speech perception
(Callan et al., 2006; Schön et al., 2010). Similarly, in the special
case when actual speech is mis-perceived as song, the bilateral
anterior STG, in addition to the right mid-posterior STG, was
observed to be active (Tierney, Dick, Deutsch, & Sereno, 2012).
Furthermore, it has been shown that damage to the TL in
some cases can lead to music processing deficits (Ayotte,
Peretz, Rousseau, Bard, & Bojanowski, 2000; Liégeois-Chauvel,
Peretz, Babai, Laguitton, & Chauvel, 1998; Peretz, 1990, 1996;
Peretz et al., 1994; Schuppert, Münte, Wieringa, & Altenmüller,
2000). Based on these combined results, it can be hypothe-
sized that the TL might be also a core area for classifying song

and speech. Thus, we also tested patients with focal unilateral
lesions in the right or left TL.

To our knowledge, the current study is the first to introduce
vocalizations specifically designed to be perceptually ambigu-
ous, in comparison to distinct speech and song recordings. These
hybrid stimuli (referred to as ambiguous stimuli (AMB) in the
following) were perceived as “halfway between” song and
speech as cross-validated by a large participant sample in a
pilot rating study. This particular 50:50 ambiguity exploits the
defining feature of the ambiguous sounds, namely, that they are
validated to equally likely evoke the responses “song” and
“speech”, respectively, without any defining acoustical cues
inherent in the sound itself. Combining the ambiguous stimulus
subset with a forced-choice paradigm (requiring participants to
cognitively choose to perceive each of these stimuli as sung or
spoken) allows for an investigation of whether pitch and music
perception abilities and/or TL lesions influence the categoriza-
tion of song and speech based on their rating strategy.

We hypothesize that

(1) congenital amusics and TL lesion patients will be able
to categorize unambiguously sung and spoken stimuli;

(2) for perceptually balanced ambiguous stimuli, however,
their functional and/or structural impairment (congeni-
tal amusia, TL lesion) will affect their rating strategy in a
way that will skew the outcome in an experimental
forced-choice (Is it song or speech?) scenario;

(3) this imbalance will manifest as a statistical bias toward
labeling the ambiguous stimuli as speech, as a conse-
quence of a failure to detect the song-like components
of the stimulus while easily extracting the speech-like
aspects of it.

In other words, for (1) clear and unmanipulated stimuli, we
expect the null hypothesis to be confirmed (no performance
difference between experimental groups and controls).
However, for ambiguous stimuli, we test for the alternative
hypothesis in (2) undirected (difference between experimental
groups and controls) and (3) directed manner (experimental
groups show bias toward “speech” responses). In addition,
from the considerations earlier, we also expect to be able to
draw conclusions on the importance of music processing
deficits (amusia) and the role of the TL in processing sung
and spoken utterances.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

The present study tested song and speech perception in two
groups, TL lesion patients (N = 7; 2 female) and congenital
amusics (N = 5; 2 female). A control group of 12 healthy,
musically untrained (i.e., musical experience did not exceed
basic school education) control subjects was recruited,
matched by gender (4 female), age (median = 55.5; interquar-
tile range (IQR) = 50–64), handedness (evaluated with the
Edinburgh Inventory; Oldfield, 1971), and school education
(median = 10; IQR = 10–12 years). For details see Tables 1–3.
The group matching was confirmed by Mann–Whitney U-tests,
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revealing no difference in age (congenital amusics vs. controls:
U = 103.5, Z = −.476, p = .634; TL vs. controls: U = 118.5,
Z = −.127, p = .899), handedness (laterality index; congenital
amusics vs. controls: U = 38, p = .823; TL vs. controls: U = 62.5,
p = .975), and education (congenital amusics vs. controls:
U = 42, Z = -.365, p = .715; TL vs. controls: U = 117,
Z = −.293, p = .770). All participants reported to be musically
untrained and gave written informed consent before testing in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.1.1. Congenital amusics
The Montreal Battery of Evaluation of Amusia (MBEA; Peretz,
Champod, & Hyde, 2003) was administered in order to assess
their individual music processing capabilities. Only the first three,
melody-related tasks, of the battery were administered because
the main experiment focused exclusively on melody (rhythm was
identical between conditions). Correct responses were summed
across the three subtests, and a cutoff score of 65, which repre-
sents 72.2% of the total score, was chosen to classify the partici-
pants as being amusic (Liu et al., 2010, 2012; Peretz et al., 2003). All
congenital amusics scored below the 65 cutoff score (Median = 58;
IQR = 50.5–61; see Table 2). The control group scored 75 points
(median; IQR = 72–79), indicating unimpairedmusic processing, in
contrast to the congenital amusics (U = 15, Z = −3.172, p = .002).

2.1.2. Patients with temporal lobe lesions
TL lesion patients were selected with respect to their lesion
site only. The group comprised three patients with focal
lesions in the left and four patients with focal lesions in the
right TL with different etiologies (post-lesional delay of 5;6
(median; IQR = 1;10–7;10) years; months). Lesions

encompassed the superior temporal gyrus and sulcus (STG/
STS), and the temporal pole (Brodmann area (BA) 38) with the
core lesion overlay in the anterior TL (see Figure 1 and
Table 1). The MBEA was also administered to assess music
processing deficits in the TL patients group. The group scored
below the cutoff score (median = 56; IQR = 53–69) and can be
classified as having acquired amusia in comparison to the
healthy control group (U = 29.5, Z = −3.433, p = .001), even
though two patients scored slightly above the cutoff with 69
and 70 points (a left- and right-sided patient). Congenital
amusics and TL patients did not differ in their MBEA perfor-
mance (U = 30.5, Z = −.326, p = .744).

2.1.3. Neuropsychological testing
Language comprehension deficits were assessed by means of
the Token Test, a subtest of the Aachen Aphasia Test (Huber,
Poeck, Weniger, & Willmes, 1993). At the time of testing,
language comprehension was normal in all congenital amusics
and all but two TL patients, the latter showing mild impair-
ment. Mann–Whitney U-tests for independent samples did not
reveal significant differences between the TL patients and
controls (U = 57.5, Z = −.898, p = .369), or the congenital
amusics and controls (U = 83.5, Z = −1.490, p = .136).

All patients scored 24 or higher in the Mini-Mental State
Examination (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) licensing
their inclusion in the present study (<26 indicating a mild
cognitive impairment). Two outliers in the control group (C8
and C12) reached scores slightly under the cutoff (23 and 22 of
24, respectively). As they showed otherwise normal perfor-
mance (see Figure 3), their exclusion did not appear to be
justified. Neither the performance between TL patients and

Table 1. Personal and neuropsychological data and description of the lesions of the patients.

Left-sided TL lesion patients Right-sided TL lesion patients

Code TL 1 TL 2 TL 3 TL 4 TL 5 TL 6 TL 7

Age 59 46 51 67 67 57 50
Gender M F F M M M M
Handedness R R R L R R R
School education 12 10 12 12 12 10 10
Etiology IS IS HE IS IS IS CH
Lesion onset (yrs.; mon.) 7;10 4;7 6;4 5;6 1;10 1;9 8;10
TL lesion (BA) 21,22 21,22,38 20,21,22, 38 21,22,38 21,22,42 21,22,38, 41,42 22,41,42
Additional lesions (BA) 39,40 11,28,34,

35,36,
amygdala

11,47 11 39,40

Token Test 1 7 0 0 0 0 11
MMSE 25 24 29 29 29 29 24
Digit span
forward/backward

13/2 1/2 98/34 95/85 28/78 88/67 0/2

MBEA scale 23 24 18 20 22 16 21
MBEA contour 22 16 17 22 18 19 25
MBEA interval 24 12 18 14 14 21 24
MBEA melodic score 69 52 53 56 54 56 70
Song–speech MT (% song) 60 42 56 50 92 92 62
Song–speech MP (% song) 82 68 40 80 92 96 78
Song–speech rating (% song) 71 55 48 65 92 94 70

Gender: F = female, M = male. Handedness is indicated according to the Edinburgh Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). R = right-handed, L = left-handed. School education
is indicated in years. Etiology: IS = ischemic stroke, CH = cerebral hemorrhage, HE = herpes encephalitis. The average time between lesion onset and the
experimental session is indicated in years; months. Lesions are listed in Brodmann Areas (BA) that were partly damaged. The extent of the lesions was determined
in MRI scans by a neurologist. The severity of language comprehension deficits is indicated by the number of mistakes in the Token Test: no/very mild disorder
(0–6); mild (7–21); medium (22–49); severe (>40). Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE): mild cognitive impairment (<26); moderate (<18); severe (<10). Verbal
STM and WM were tested with the digit span test forward and backward; results (age corrected) are indicated as percentages (digit span forward/backward);
values below 16 indicate a deficient memory performance. The scores achieved in the Montreal Battery of Evaluation of Amusia (MBEA) are depicted as number of
correct responses. For the MBEA Melodic Score, bold font indicates scores under the cutoff of 65 points, i.e., marks a deficient performance. Song–speech ratings
are indicated in percentages of song ratings, listed for the monotonous (MT), the mimicked prosody (MP), and the mean ratings.
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controls (U = 57, Z = .888, p = .374) nor between congenital
amusics and controls (U = 91, Z = −.294, p = .769) revealed
significant differences.

Short-term (STM) and working memory (WM) abilities were
tested using the forward and backward digit span (WAIS-III;
German adaption: WIE; Aster, Neubauer, & Horn, 2006; con-
verted according to the normative values of their age group).
Despite notable outliers in the TL patient group, Mann–
Whitney U-tests for independent samples did not reveal sig-
nificant differences between the TL patients and controls (for-
ward: U = 54, Z = .172, p = .172/backward: U = 67.5, Z = .−.212,
p = .832), or the congenital amusics and controls (U = 94,
Z = −1.490, p = .136/U = 96.5, Z = −1.215, p = .224).
Accordingly, differences in behavioral performance cannot be
attributed to a different STM or WM capacity of TL patients,
congenital amusics, and controls.

All participants, healthy controls, congenital amusics, and TL
patients had normal hearing as tested with the HTTS Audiometry
(2008) by SAX GmbH (http://sax-gmbh.de/htts/httsmain.htm).
HTTS is a program for performing a hearing test (audiometry)
on a multimedia PC using a logarithmic frequency scale. Pitches
were presented in a randomized order and both ears were tested
independently. Eight frequencies between 250 and 10,000 Hz
were tested, each sinus tone increased by 0.5 dB four times per
second, starting 10 dB below the set value that represents the
general auditory threshold.

2.2. Stimuli

For all stimuli, simple German sentences were used (Kotz &
Paulmann, 2007) exhibiting fixed grammatical structure

Table 2. Personal and neuropsychological data and description of the congeni-
tal amusics.

Congenital amusics

Code CA 1 CA 2 CA 3 CA 4 CA 5

Age 57 67 51 67 49
Gender M M F M F
Handedness R A R R A
School education 12 12 10 10 10
Token Test 0 0 0 0 0
MMSE 27 29 29 27 30
Digit span
forward/
backward

98/80 98/85 95/34 28/27 95/52

MBEA scale 18 18 16 23 20
MBEA contour 18 21 17 21 23
MBEA interval 16 19 16 15 20
MBEA melodic score 52 58 49 59 63
Song–speech MT (% song) 62 80 66 90 94
Song–speech MP (% song) 72 82 100 98 94
Song–speech rating (% song) 67 81 83 94 94

Gender: F = female, M = male. Handedness is indicated according to the
Edinburgh Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). R = right-handed, L = left-handed.
School education is indicated in years. Etiology: IS = ischemic stroke,
CH = cerebral hemorrhage, HE = herpes encephalitis. The average time
between lesion onset and the experimental session is indicated in years;
months. Lesions are listed in Brodmann Areas (BA) that were partly
damaged. The extent of the lesions was determined in MRI scans by a
neurologist. The severity of language comprehension deficits is indicated
by the number of mistakes in the Token Test: no/very mild disorder (0–6);
mild (7–21); medium (22–49); severe (>40). Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE): mild cognitive impairment (<26); moderate (<18); severe (<10).
Verbal STM and WM were tested with the digit span test forward and
backward; results (age corrected) are indicated as percentages (digit span
forward/backward); values below 16 indicate a deficient memory perfor-
mance. The scores achieved in the Montreal Battery of Evaluation of
Amusia (MBEA) are depicted as number of correct responses. For the
MBEA Melodic Score, bold font indicates scores under the cutoff of 65
points, i.e., marks a deficient performance. Song–speech ratings are indi-
cated in percentages of song ratings, listed for the monotonous (MT), the
mimicked prosody (MP) and the mean ratings.

Table 3. Personal and neuropsychological data and description of the control group.

Controls

Code C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 7 C 8 C 9 C 10 C 11 C 12

Age 59 46 51 65 44 60 51 61 69 52 65 50
Gender M F F M F M M M M F M F
Handedness R R R L R R R R R R R R
School education 12 10 12 12 10 10 10 12 12 10 10 10
Token Test 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 5
MMSE 29 30 29 27 29 29 30 23 27 29 28 22
Digit Span
forward/
backward

48/5 53/2 53/52 53/27 75/12 67/38 100/71 67/67 76/53 53/71 76/13 53/52

MBEA Scale 26 28 29 26 28 24 30 29 26 26 26 28
MBEA Contour 22 24 25 26 23 24 26 29 24 24 23 24
MBEA Interval 23 26 25 24 23 21 23 23 22 23 23 27
MBEA Melodic Score 71 78 79 76 74 69 79 81 72 73 72 79
Song-Speech MT (% song) 28 52 80 58 20 28 20 22 18 34 40 72
Song-Speech MP (% song) 36 74 52 76 22 50 70 40 62 32 88 80
Song-Speech
Rating (% song)

32 63 66 67 21 39 45 31 40 33 64 76

Gender: F = female, M = male. Handedness is indicated according to the Edinburgh Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). R = right-handed, L = left-handed. School education
is indicated in years. Etiology: IS = ischemic stroke, CH = cerebral hemorrhage, HE = herpes encephalitis. The average time between lesion onset and the
experimental session is indicated in years; months. Lesions are listed in Brodmann Areas (BA) that were partly damaged. The extent of the lesions was determined
in MRI scans by a neurologist. The severity of language comprehension deficits is indicated by the number of mistakes in the Token Test: no/very mild disorder (0–
6); mild (7–21); medium (22–49); severe (>40). Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE): mild cognitive impairment (<26); moderate (<18); severe (<10). Verbal STM
and WM were tested with the digit span test forward and backward; results (age corrected) are indicated as percentages (digit span forward/backward); values
below 16 indicate a deficient memory performance. The scores achieved in the Montreal Battery of Evaluation of Amusia (MBEA) are depicted as number of correct
responses. For the MBEA Melodic Score, bold font indicates scores under the cutoff of 65 points, i.e. marks a deficient performance. Song-Speech ratings are
indicated in percentages of song ratings, listed for the monotonous (MT), the mimicked prosody (MP) and the mean ratings.
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(pronoun, auxiliary, article, noun, past participle) and length of
seven syllables, recorded from a male and a female voice.
Rhythmically, a ternary pattern was applicable to all stimuli,
irrespective of whether they were sung or spoken (musically, a
triple meter; lyrically, a dactyl).

During the recording session, the voice artists were
instructed to produce a wide variety of speech and song
styles based on melodies pre-composed according to interval
transitions typical of Western tonal music (Figure 2). To
obtain rather unambiguously sung stimuli, melodies were
composed as a classical cadence or consisted of fifths
(Figure 2(d,c)). To obtain a basis for ambiguous stimuli, we
asked the singers to produce (i) utterances with monotonous
pitch or (ii) with a pitch contour that was composed to
resemble spoken prosody (Figure 2(a,b)). These melodies
had been labeled beforehand to better instruct the singers
on producing a wide range of vocal utterances. Which mel-
ody was actually perceived as song or speech was pending
until the pre-test (and the current experiment). All recordings

were digitally normalized and re-sampled to exactly three
seconds in duration using MATLAB 7.0 (The MathWorks,
Inc., Natick, MA, USA).

In a pilot study, 62 participants rated the resulting pool of
674 stimuli on a 10-point Likert scale ranging from 0 for
speech to 9 for song. The rating resulted less in a stimulus
set along a song–speech continuum, but rather in three
groups of stimuli, clustering around the end points and
the center of the Likert scale. Therefore, 40 stimuli with
consistent ratings across participants were selected from
the pre-evaluation for the experiment: 10 clearly spoken
(SPK; mean 0.66, SD ≤ 1.4), 10 clearly sung (SNG; mean 7.7,
SD ≤ 0.8) and 20 ambiguous (AMB; mean 4.62, SD ≤ 2.3)
stimuli. The AMB stimuli consisted of two subsets, of which
10 exhibited a “monotonous” pitch contour and 10 a
“mimicked prosodic” pitch contour (MT and MP; correspond-
ing to the melodic prototype classes shown in Figure 2(a,b)).
Both groups of stimuli, despite their difference in pitch
contour, were hybrid in nature, i.e., no tendency toward
song and speech was inherent in the stimuli themselves
and not perceived by the participants in the pre-test.
During the main experiment, each stimulus was presented
five times in a randomized order, totaling 200 stimulus
presentations.

2.3. Procedure

Participants sat in front of a computer and were presented
with the stimuli via headphones. For presentation and record-
ing of responses, a custom-developed Flash® animation
(Adobe® Systems Software Ireland Ltd.) was used. After each
stimulus presentation, participants were asked to decide
whether the stimulus was “song” or “speech” by a 2-alterna-
tive forced-choice button decision. In a self-paced paradigm,
participants were instructed to wait with the button press until
a prompt occurred on the screen after the stimulus presenta-
tion. After the button press, the next stimulus presentation
started automatically after one second with a cross symbol for
visual fixation on the screen. The participants were instructed
to take all the time they needed to make their decision and
that there were no correct or incorrect answers. However, the
actual auditory presentation of a stimulus was only delivered
once during a single trial and could not be repeated while the
subjects made their decision. A training session with 10

Figure 1. Overlay of the temporal lobe lesions of all lesion patients in MNI space. Lesions are color-coded: each color represents one individual. Left-sided TL lesions
blue/pink (N = 3), right-sided TL lesions red/yellow (N = 4). Far right: visualization of the z-coordinates from which the six depicted slices were taken. (For MR scans
of the individual patients, see Supplementary Material.)

Figure 2. Stimulus material. All stimuli generated for the stimulus pool were
based on one of four melodic prototypes, respectively: (a) a monotonous pitch
contour = MT, (b) a melody that mimics a neutrally spoken prosody = MP, (c) a
typical classical music cadence, (d) a melody consisting of fifths, both served as
basis for the sung (SNG) stimuli, and (e) neutrally spoken sentences (SPK).
Rhythm and meter was ternary for all stimuli. Conditions MT and MP served
as basis for ambiguous stimuli.
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examples assured the participants’ understanding of the
experimental procedure. The experiment itself took about
18 min to complete.

Of interest for the statistical analysis was (i) whether parti-
cipants were able to correctly respond to clearly sung and
spoken stimuli and (ii) whether they showed a bias during
categorization of ambiguous stimuli (e.g., a tendency to rate
them more toward song or more toward speech under forced
choice). Mann–Whitney U-tests for independent samples were
chosen to statistically evaluate the differences between the
groups. Global alpha level for significance was set at 0.05. All
tests were corrected for multiple comparisons according to
Bonferroni. All statistics were done with PASW Statistics 18.0.

3. Results

All participants were able to correctly identify the clearly sung
(SNG) and spoken stimuli (SPK), as indicated by 100% (median;
IQR = 97.5%–100%) correct responses. Broken down into the
individual groups, the control group scored 100% (98–100) for
SNG and 100% (97.5–100) for SPK; congenital amusics 100%
(98–100) for SNG and 100% (97–100) for SPK; TL patients 100%
(97.5–100) for SNG and 100% (97–100) for SPK. No differences
between the groups were found, neither for the clearly spo-
ken, nor for the clearly sung stimuli, revealed by Mann–
Whitney U-tests: congenital amusics vs. control group for
SPK: U = 43, Z = −.263, p = .793 and for SNG: U = 106.5,
Z = -.215, p = .830; TL vs. control group for SPK: U = 119.5,
Z = -.052, p = .959 and for SNG: U = 68.5, Z = −.166, p = .868.

For the AMB stimuli, the control group showed a wide
variety of individual response biases, i.e., eight participants
rated over half of the AMB stimuli toward “speech” while six
participants over half toward “song” (see Figure 3). These

mixed preferences became obvious by applying a one-sample
t-test with a test value of 50 which revealed no tendency in
the average controls’ rating (t(11) = −.367, p = .721). In con-
trast, both the TL patient and the amusia group rated the
stimuli significantly higher than the 50% midpoint, indicating
a rating bias of these groups toward “song” (TL: one-sample
t-test (0.5): t(6) = 3.172, p = .019; congenital amusics: one-
sample t-test (0.5): t(4) = 6.768, p = .002).

To statistically compare the AMB stimuli ratings between
groups, Mann–Whitney U-tests were applied because of the
mutual independence of the samples. The congenital amusic
group differed significantly from the control group in their
rating results (U = 79.5, Z = −3.008, p = .003, r = .729), the
same was true for the TL patients group (U = 93, Z = −2.282,
p = .022, r = .524). Conversely, ratings did not differ between
congenital amusics and TL (U = 37, Z = −1.390, p = .164), or
between left and right TL patients (U = 8, Z = −1.414, p = .157).
As Mann–Whitney U-tests were performed pairwise on all
three permutations of the three groups, a Bonferroni correc-
tion factor 2 was applied (for independence of two out of the
three permutations respectively). The test between right and
left TL patients serves a separate hypothesis and is uncor-
rected. A lack of relationship between rating bias and years
after lesion onset was suggested by a nonsignificant Kendall
rank correlation (p = .293, r = .333).

Regarding the two subsets of AMB stimuli, the control
group rated the “monotonous” (MT; median = 31%;
IQR = 21–57%) stimuli significantly less toward song than the
“mimicked prosody” (MP; median = 57%; IQR = 37–75.5%)
stimuli (Z = −2.239, p = .025) according to a Wilcoxon signed
rank test for paired samples. This differential rating bias was
not objectified in the TL and congenital amusic groups (TL:
Z = −1.682, p = .093; congenital amusics: Z = −1.826, p = .068).

4. Discussion

Individuals with lesions in the TL and congenital amusia were
tested on their song and speech classification abilities using
ambiguous stimuli and clear sung and spoken stimuli. For clear
stimuli, performance of either experimental group was compar-
able to the control group, thus supporting hypothesis (1). When
rating ambiguous stimuli, congenital amusics and TL patients
showed a significant bias toward responding “song”. This find-
ing is simultaneously both expected and surprising: While a
behavioral bias is clearly present and in line with hypothesis
(2), the direction of this bias is exactly opposite to what was
predicted based on a review of the relevant literature (hypoth-
esis (3)). These results will be discussed in turn.

4.1. Unambiguous stimuli (SNG and SPK)

Despite TL lesions and evident pitch processing deficits, the
forced-choice paradigm did not reveal obvious problems in
the experimental groups in classifying unambiguous stimuli as
sung or spoken, as expected. The nearly perfect performance
can most likely be explained by a ceiling effect. When looking
at the TL patients only, a unilateral lesion (as in the tested
lesion patients) is probably not sufficient to disrupt the classi-
fication of unambiguous song and speech, due to bilateral TL

Figure 3. Performance of all participants in the MBEA (Y-axis, score, MBEA
Melodic Score) and the song–speech rating of ambiguous (AMB) stimuli (X-
axis, percent rated for “song”). Numbers on the left side of the symbols indicate
the number of the participant according to Tables 1–3.
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involvement in this task (i.e., prosody and pitch processing)
(Meyer, Alter, Friederici, Lohmann, & von Cramon, 2002;
Tzourio et al., 1997; Zatorre & Belin, 2001; Zatorre, Belin, &
Penhune, 2002; Zatorre & Samson, 1991). Overall, the perfect
classification of the stimuli does not conflict with the TL
patients’ and congenital amusics’ deficits in pitch perception
if one takes strategic processes during forced-choice para-
digms into account: Here, participants’ rating behavior shows
that they were able to differentiate the stimulus types (SNG
and SPK) in context but does not give an answer if they were
able to identify and label the stimuli themselves. The mere
ability to clearly recognize only one of the categories, either
song or speech, allows a perfect performance by classifying
the stimuli by exclusion as, for example, “speech” and “no
speech”, regardless of what the other stimulus was. That
means, forced-choice paradigms on clearly identifiable stimuli
are not sufficient to tease out the participants’ processing
problems, while the listeners’ rating bias of the AMB stimuli
can shed light on strategic processes, for example, a deficit-
related classification by exclusion as will be explained later.

4.2. Ambiguous stimuli

In the ambiguous condition, both groups, the congenital
amusics and the TL patients, appeared systematically biased
to let their forced classification gravitate toward “song”.
Healthy controls, on the other hand, showed a range of indi-
vidual biases toward song or speech, resulting in a balanced
rating at group level (in line with the pretest). It may be
speculated that the ambiguous stimuli were classified by
matching the perceived sound pattern with an internalized,
experience-dependent inventory of acoustically and situation-
ally distinct prototypes. The individually tolerable range of
feature properties for each of the prototypes will certainly
depend heavily on previous biographical exposure to samples
from each category, along with relevant situational contexts.
In a laboratory setting, when access to supporting contextual
information is removed, the participants have to resort to
fundamental acoustic features of the stimulus alone. Which
of these properties will be weighted most saliently in the
prototype is, again, likely subject to lifelong biographical tun-
ing of the prototypes.

It might appear surprising that the patients tended to
choose the song category for the ambiguous stimuli, rather
than the speech category (as predicted by hypothesis (3)).
They seemingly opt to make a decision in favor of something
they are known to be unable to process and even possibly
know themselves to be unable of. The question arises whether
or not their response behavior reflects their processing deficit,
and which actual cognitive strategy they use to classify song
and speech. It may well be the case that the participants, due
to their melodic processing deficits, really only classify into
two categories: “speech” (correct feature extraction possible)
and “non-speech” (everything that fails to pass through an
intact feature matching process, here, including both SNG and
AMB stimulus types). The instructions did not explicitly reveal
information about the presence of a third, manipulated stimu-
lus type besides the two specified as the response buttons.
Since the experimental design, specifically the forced-choice

response options, implicitly suggested that the only alterna-
tive category to “speech” was “song”, any participant with
deficits in song processing might have been under the impres-
sion he or she was supposed to use the “song” bin to dump
anything “non-speech”.

The focus of previous studies on intonation processing in
amusia has been on pitch patterns only (melody and prosody;
see Section 1), i.e., never the amusics’ tolerance of spoken
stimuli in general, for example, their general recognition and
classification abilities, has not been tested specifically. From
the unexpected response bias in the current study, one might
assume that a rating of intoned stimuli depends on the classi-
fication ability of the participants, i.e., if a stimulus is not
perceived as proper speech, might lead to a certain rating
strategy and result, respectively. This might call for a careful
procedure in amusia studies, as the chosen behavioral task
itself might introduce response biases arising from a generally
skewed perception of speech and song.

The rating behavior might be explained by a (i) missing
context in a laboratory situation, (ii) missing “unambiguous”
acoustical features, (iii) in case of congenital amusics, an
impairment in storing melodies or songs (e.g., Peretz, 1996;
Peretz & Coltheart, 2003; Williamson & Stewart, 2010), and (iv)
in case of the TL patients a failure to access previously stored
melodies or songs; the latter as a consequence of a specific
brain lesion. Indeed, nearly all of the TL patients were acquired
amusics and had a lesion locus in the anterior STG, partly
extending into the temporal pole (BA 38).

In recent imaging studies, the anterior TL has been
reported when processing music (including song) in compar-
ison to speech, for instance, sung folk songs vs. spoken lyrics
(Callan et al., 2006), perceiving actual spoken utterances as
song (Tierney et al., 2012), for musical melodies and structure
(Angulo-Perkins et al., 2014; Fedorenko et al., 2012; Rogalsky
et al., 2011) (for details, see Section 1). The temporal pole (BA
38) has been discussed as end point of the ventral auditory
stream (e.g., Rauschecker & Scott, 2009) supporting a higher
level of music processing than BA 22 (e.g., perception of song
over speech and main effect for music over language proces-
sing (Schön et al., 2010), and improvising sung vs. spoken
utterances (Brown, Martinez, & Parsons, 2006)). These findings
give reason for proposing that the anterior TL is a significant
factor in song processing, in which the patient group exhibits
a deficit and has, therefore, lead to the chosen rating strategy.

Interestingly, no difference between the ratings of left- and
right-sided lesion patients occurred, neither for the clear nor
for the ambiguous stimuli. This observation might be an indi-
cator that on the level of auditory processing needed to
distinguish between song and speech, no hemispheric differ-
ence seems to persist; however, given the small clinical sample
available for the study, any attempt to sub-differentiate into
lesion loci would border on anecdotal-level observations.
Therefore, the authors refrain from any implications of lesion
hemisphere for the interpretation of the behavioral finding.

4.3. Considerations and outlook

It is noteworthy that controls consistently rated both AMB
stimulus sets differently: the “monotonous” stimuli were
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more rated toward speech and the “mimicked prosody”
stimuli with a tendency toward song. These stimulus-specific
rating tendencies are not, as it seems, in contradiction to the
pre-study evaluation of the recordings, during which the
particular subset of stimuli (subsequently used for this
study as AMB) was most consistently rated as being in the
very center of a 9-point scale ranging from “clear song” to
“clear speech”. In the main experiment, the healthy controls
did not have the option to choose ambiguity on a 9-point
scale but had to make a forced choice. It can be speculated
that under these forced conditions, a fallback strategy to a
particular salient stimulus feature (or set of features) is
employed, which differs according to the specific sub-class
of AMB stimuli. At any rate, to disentangle what specific
stimulus properties are used as a fallback under which con-
ditions, is an interesting question for future studies that may
be addressed using systematically modulated synthesized
mock vocalizations. As we only tested small groups, further
investigation is necessary on a wider population range of
patients on the TL lesion spectrum as well as individuals
with music processing impairments.

Taken together, temporal lobe lesions as well as impaired
music perception, irrespective of whether congenital or
acquired, evoke a bias to rate ambiguous stimuli as song. This
bias most likely reflects the use of a specific strategy (classifica-
tion by exclusion) that is indirectly related to pitch processing
deficits (e.g., pitch perception or pitch memory). These results
have methodological implications for studies including amusics
(congenital and acquired through lesions) on the perception of
prosody and melody and may point to a possible mechanism of
how we classify song and speech. Apart from acoustic features,
the individual listening history and memory for melody and
song may influence our perception of song and speech.
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